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Abstract 
This paper addresses two issues: (1) What it means for a higher-order, eager functional lan- 
guage to be implemented with a single, global, stack-based environment and (2) how the exis- 
tence of such an environment can be predicted statically. 
The central theme is the use of the I-abstraction to control the extent or lifetime of bind- 
ings. All programs in a higher-order, call-by-name language can be implemented with a stack 
environment. The reason: soundness of v-expansion and decunying for call-by-name. However, 
q-expansion is unsound for call-by-value. Hence, we must identify a subset of the simply typed, 
call-by-value I-calculus, where the I-abstraction can serve as the block construct for a stack 
implementation. 
The essence of environment stackability is that the shape of the environment remains the same 
before and after the execution of an expression. Thus, if a closure is returned as a value, the 
environment trapped in it must be a subenvironment of the global environment. This yields a 
dynamic criterion for stackability - indeed, it is the downwards funargs criterion of the LISP 
community. A safe static criterion can now be found via closure analysis. @ 1998 Published 
by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. What is block-structure? 
A syntactic construct that admits local definitions is called a block, and a language 
with blocks is called block-structured. The prototypical block has the syntax begin 
D in U end, and its intended semantics is that the bindings D are visible only to the 
body U. This defines the scope or visibility of bindings. 
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Here, we examine a related notion, namely, the extent or lifetime of bindings. The 
lifetime of a binding is the period between the time the binding is established and the 
time the binding is freed. The scope of a binding can be statically determined, but the 
binding’s extent is dynamic. For example, a function f might evaluate to a closure 
that contains a free identifier v. The extent of the binding for v depends upon f: the 
binding to v cannot be freed until all uses of f are evaluated. 
A significant feature of languages like Algol-68 is that both scope and extent of 
bindings are controlled by the begin D in U end block: the bindings D are established 
on the environment stack when the block is entered, and the bindings are freed from 
the stack when U evaluates to a value. (The danger that U’s value references a binding 
in D is avoided by syntactic restrictions.) 
In this paper we focus on extents for eager functional languages. The I-abstraction 
is the obvious candidate for the block-structuring construct, but it controls only scope 
and not extent. To see this, consider the example (J_.~.(,l.v.v)(;ly.x))2: the binding of x 
to 2 is established, and the evaluation of the body of the L-abstraction produces the 
value ;ly.x. This is the final result of evaluation, but the binding of x to 2 cannot be 
freed. Apparently, one must abandon the stack environment for a heap environment. 
A novel alternative was recently proposed by Tofte and Talpin [ 131, who apply an 
efsects analysis to determine the extents of bindings. Then, they insert constructs of 
the form letregion p in e end into the program. These constructs control extents: p 
allocates storage in advance for the bindings made within e. The resulting programs are 
verbose, and the underlying implementation is a stack of heaps rather than a classical 
stack. 
In this paper, rather than altering an arbitrary program and running it on a “heap- 
stack”, we identify a subset of the simply typed, call-by-value I-calculus, whose pro- 
grams can be run “as is” with a classical-stack environment. The A-abstraction serves 
as the block construct for both scope and extent. 
1.2. What is a stack? 
Since we intend to use an environment stack for bindings, we should explain what 
one is. 
The environment stack is a data structure upon which bindings are established and 
then freed. The freeing of bindings must be done in a “disciplined” way so that stack 
space is re-used. A block construct supplies the discipline: bindings are established on 
block entry and are freed on block exit. 
Our environment stack implements environment sharing. That is, downwards pointers 
(“static links”) are used when programs with nested blocks are evaluated. Contrast this 
with the environment as a stack-of-binding-lists in the VEC-machine [l l] and the 
Krivine-machine [7]; there, each block has its own binding list and much duplication 
arises. To prevent this duplication we legislate that, once established, a binding cannot 
be re-copied onto the top of the environment stack. 
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Fig. 1 shows snapshots of the environment stack during the evaluation of the ex- 
pression (A_~.(ly_~)x)l. The static links are CC, y and a, where u is the initial static link. 
(The dynamic links are not shown.) Temporaries are also pushed on the stack. An 
expression that can be evaluated in the style of Fig. 1, where the I-abstraction serves 
as the block construct for extents, is called em-stackable. 
2. Simple expressions and partially applied closures 
The BNF and static semantics of the A-calculus we study are given in Figs. 2 and 3. 
In this paper we study call-by-value evaluation. But it is worthwhile to first review 
why all programs in the call-by-name A-calculus are env-stackable. In the call-by- 
name language, an expression e of type zi + 72 -+ . . . --+ z,, where rn is a base type, 
should be read as an abbreviation for ki.k2 . . . Ax,,.e xi x2.. .x,, (due to q-expansion), 
which is itself an abbreviation for /z(xi,x2,. . . ,x,).e xl x2.. .x,, (due to decurrying). This 
expression is env-stackable, because the bindings to xi, x2,. . . , x,, are established, as a 
group, only when the body of the A-abstraction, a phrase of base type, is evaluated. The 
value produced by the body will contain no unresolved reference to an xi, hence the 
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L E BaseType 
TEType 7 ::= L 1 71 -+ 5 
n E TypeAssignment k ::= {Xi : Ti}i>O 
c E ConstExpression 
x E Identifier 
e E Expression e::= c 1 x 1 Xx:T.e 1 ele2 1 recf.Xx:T.e 
Fig. 2. BNF of the typed call-by-value lambda calculus. 
7rl-c:L al-x:7 if(x:T)Es 
nl-el:71+72 7r k e2 : 71 
7r l- ele2 : 72 
{f:T~~T2}~T~XX:T~.e:T~_,T2 
7r k reCf : 71 _-)72.xX : 71 .e : 71 + 72 
Fig. 3. Static semantics. 
bindings to the xi’s can be freed on schedule. Thus, the L-abstraction can serve as the 
block construct for extents. 3 These ideas lie at the heart of the stack implementation 
of Idealized Algol [lo]. 
Can this approach be adapted to the call-by-value I-calculus that we study in this pa- 
per? Unfortunately, q-expansion is unsound. But Georgeff [3] noted that decurrying can 
be simulated by a closure of the form (Jx.e, pl, p,), where pl is a local environment and 
pn is a nonlocal environment. An expression like (Jx~.Lx~ . . . hi.hi+l. . . lx,,.eo)ele2.. . ei 
evaluates t0 (A&+1 . . . ;Ix,.e0, (Xi = Vi,. . . , x2 = 112,x1 = ul), PO), where each ej evaluates 
to value Uj, 1 <j<i, and po is the nonlocal environment. The local environment ac- 
cumulates the bindings to the xj’s until all are collected; then, as a group, they are 
established (appended to PO). A closure (h.e,pl,p,) is partially applied if e is a 
I-abstraction; else the closure is fully applied. 
The dynamic semantics of the call-by-value A-calculus is presented in Figs. 4 and 
5; it shows how the closures are built and applied.4 Appendix A shows that this 
semantics is equivalent to the usual one. 
3 q-expansion and decurrying can be applied to the call-by-need calculus, but they do not address the 
fundamental problem in call-by-need of updating an established binding. 
4 Note that there are two rules for identifier lookup. Identifiers which name recursive functions are bound 
to recursive closures of the form pf. (Le, p) in the environment. Their evaluation entails one unfolding of 
the recursion. 
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p ::= <> 1 (i = v).p 
Fig. 4. Semantic objects for Georgeff-style dynamic semantics. 
pl-C*C p I- Xz.e * (he, 0, p) 
p t- f =t- (km, (f = pf.(km, P’)), f’) if (f = d.P-.e, P’)) E f 
pl-s+v if(z=v)Ep, otherwise 
P k el * C-4 ft, PA pl-e2=kv 
P k ele2 * (e, b = ~1.p~~ 4 
if e is a X-abstraction 
p k ret f.Xz.e * (Xz.e, (f = pf.(Xz.e, p)), p) 
Fig. 5. Dynamic semantics, Georgeff style. 
IrFCZL 7rl-x:7 if(x:T)En 
(51 : 71) cI3.. . cl3 {& : 7,) a3 7r b e : L 7r I- el : 71 + 72 7r k e2 : 71 
A I- XZl : 71 - . . Xx, : rn.e : 71 -+ . . . + r7, + L ?r F ele2 : 72 
Fig. 6. Simple expressions. 
The above representation of closures and the evaluation rules for application do 
not in themselves make all simply typed, call-by-value programs env-stackable, but 
Georgeff identified a class of expressions, called the simple expressions, which are 
env-stackable. The typing rules of these expressions are shown in Fig. 6. 
Simply stated, an expression is simple if all its d-abstractions have as their 
bodies either I-abstractions or expressions of base type. A simple expression is 
“fully n-expanded”. It is the simulation of decurrying and q-expansion that allows a 
call-by-value implementation to evaluate simple expressions with a global environ- 
ment stack. Let us examine the dynamic semantics of the simple expression 
((Ax : int .A f : int + int . fx)O)(A y : int . y). The turnstiles are numbered to indicate 
the order of evaluation steps: 
where ~f,~ is (f = (Ay.y,(),p)).(x = O).p and pY is (y = O).p. 
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This dynamic-semantics tree can be implemented with a global environment stack, 
similar to the one in Fig. 1. To see this, one can read the nodes of the tree as a left- 
to-right tree traversal, as indicated by the subscripts on the turnstiles. At the start of 
evaluation, at Node 1, the stack is just p. The stack is unchanged during evaluation of 
Nodes 2-5, but at the start of evaluation of Node 6, a static link to p and the bindings 
for f and x are established (pushed) onto the stack. Evaluation of Node 9 establishes 
another static link to p and the binding for y. At the conclusion of evaluation of Node 
9, the static link and binding to y are freed. The static link and bindings to f and x 
are freed at the conclusion of evaluation of Node 6, leaving us with p. 
The key to why this implementation worked correctly is that the p,, component of 
(h.e,pl,p,) can always be implemented as a static link. To see how this might fail, 
consider the dynamic semantics of the nonsimple expression 
((1x : int. (A f : int -+ int .f)(l y : int .x))5)6: 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
Px I-B (if.f)(AY.X) =+ (~Y.X~O,PX) 
p FA (13x....)5 * (~YJ,(),PX) 
p t- 6 + 6 pY,X kc x + 5 
P t- ((J.Q~f.f)(~~.x))5)6 * 5 
where px is (x = 5).p and py,x is (y = 6).p,. 
At the node marked C, the environment pY,x cannot be implemented by a static 
link to px and a binding to y, because the environment px no longer exists on the 
global stack: px (namely, the binding to x and the static link to p) was popped at the 
conclusion of evaluation of Node B. 
3. Analyses for stackability 
Not all nonsimple expressions are env-stackable, as we saw in the previous example. 
But many are. One example is (Af : int -+ int . (A y : int --+ int .f)f)(nx : int .x), 
whose dynamic-semantics tree is 
where u is the value (lxx,(),p), pf is (f = v).p, and pY,f is (y = u).(f = v).p 
Again, we see that the nonlocal environments can be implemented by static links. 
This clearly indicates that env-stackability is a deeper notion than just simple expres- 
sions - indeed, it is the “downwards funargs” property of the LISP community. 
3.1. The dynamic criterion for env-stackability 
We now state a criterion that ensures when a dynamic-semantics tree can be imple- 
mented by a global environment stack. 
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p E Pointer p E Envp 
pl E LocalEnvp ti E Valuep 
p1 ::= <> 1 (i = ti).pL 
p ::= <> 1 (i = q.p 1 p.p 
g ::= c I be, Phd I (d.X=,d 
Fig. 7. Semantic objects for pointer semantics. 
p tps c ==k- c p t--p3 he * (A=, 01 PW)> 
P tpa f =+- V-4 (f = bLf.X x.e, p)), p) if hhp(f, P) = (&A-, P) 
p k,,s x + v if lookup(x,~) = ti, otherwise 
P tps el * h-4 P~,P) p tps e2 +- G 
P tpa ele2 * (e, b = G,P) 
if e is a X-abstraction 
p tp3 ret f.Xx.e * (Xx.e, (f = (,uf.Xxc.e,ptr(/5))),ptr(j$) 
Fig. 8. Pointer semantics. 
Criterion 1 (Dynamic criterion). A dynamic-semantics tree has the dynamic crite- 
rion, if for every node in the tree of the form p F e +- (lx.e’,pl,p,), there is an 
ancestor node of the form p,, F ei + VI. 
It is easy to verify that the dynamic criterion holds for the two env-stackable exam- 
ples seen earlier. Note also that the example that was non-stackable fails the criterion 
at Nodes A and B, which predict the problem at Node C. 
To prove that a dynamic-semantics tree can be implemented on a machine with a 
global stack environment, we must formalize the latter. Figs. 7 and 8 formalize this 
semantics, called the pointer semantics. The pointer semantics is so called because 
of the rule for A-abstraction: when a closure is built, a “pointer” is saved in the 
closure instead of the nonlocal environment. We use the notation ptr(& to denote a 
pointer to 3. When the body of a fully applied closure is evaluated, the pointer in the 
closure establishes the static link. The semantics rule for identifier lookup uses a lookup 
function that performs a top-down stack search that traverses static links. Of course, this 
explanation makes sense only when there are no “dangling” pointers in the evaluation. 
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3.2. The simulation theorem 
To relate Figs. 5 and 8, we must relate a pointer-semantics environment to a dynamic- 
semantics environment. This is done by the function actiueenv: 
activeenv : Envp x Envp + Envo 
actiueenu(& ( )) = 0 
actiueenu(& (i = 27) . 8) = (i = actiueuaZ(&, fi)) . actiueenv(&fi) 
actiueenu(&p . ii1 ) = if p=ptr(p,) and pi is a subenvironment of &, 
then activeenu(& PI ) 
else undefined 
activeval : Envp x Valuep + Valueo 
actiueual(&, c) = c where c is a base value 
actiueval(&, (Ix.e,p!,p)) = if p = ptr(& and p is a subenvironment of PO 
then (h.e, activelocalenv(&, Pr), actiueenv(&, p)) 
else undefined 
actiueual(pO,pf.(lx.e,p)) = if p = ptr(p) and 3 is a subenvironment of PO 
then pf.(Jx.e, actiueenu(&, P)) 
else undefined 
activelocalenv : Envp x LocalEnvp + Envo 
actiuelocalenu(&, ()) = 0 
activeZocalenv(f& (i = 6) . pl) = (i=actiueval(& 6)) . actiuelocalenv(~O, p/r) 
Essentially, activeenv and activelocalenv transform an environment with static links 
into one without. 
If a program satisfies the dynamic criterion, then its evaluation with the dynamic 
semantics in Fig. 5 can be replicated by the pointer semantics of Fig. 8 and no dangling 
references arise. This intuition is captured in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let p I- e =+ v be the root of a dynamic-semantics tree that satisfies 
the dynamic criterion. For fi E Envp, if p = activeenv(p,p), then there exists a 
pointer-semantics tree p t-, e =+ ii such that v = activeval(p,Q. 
Proof. By induction on the depth of inference in the dynamic-semantics tree. Assume 
p = activeem@,@). Then we have the following cases: 
a p t- c + c: Consider jj kPs c + c. c = activeual(p,c), by definition. 
l p t- x =+ u: It must be the case that (n = v) E p. Since p = activeem( it 
must be the case that there exists (x = V) E p, such that u = activeual(i&Q. Hence 
p l--p8 x +- 6. 
l p k f G- (&.e,(f=pf.(ti. e’, p’) ), p’): It must be the case that (f = pf.(k.e’, p’) )E 
p. Since p = actiueenu(p, p), there must exist V such that activeval(p, 5) = pJ@x.e’, p’). 
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Such a v is pf.(J.x.e’,p’), where p’=activeenv(y,$). Hence, P k,, f 3 
(he, (f = pf .(h-e’, 3) >,?). 
l p k k.e + (he, 0,~): Consider D kPs 2x.e * (Lx.e,O, p@(P)): 
activevaZ(p, (Ax.e, (),ptr(&)) 
= (h.e, (), activeem@, p)) 
= (h.e,(),p). 
l p k ret f.kx.e + (k.e,(f = pf .(l.x.e,p)),p): Consider ,L? l-Ps ret f.ke * 
(ke, (f = pf .@.e, ptr(P))), P-(P)): 
activevaZ(ji, (Ax.e, cf = pj-.(Ax.e,ptr(p>)),ptr(D))) 
= (A.x.e,(f = pf.(kc. e, activeenv(Y,ptr(p)))), activeenv(D,ptr(p)>) 
= (/lx.e,(f = pf.(kc .e, activeem@, p))), activeenv(F, fi)) 
= (ke,(f = pf.(J-x.e,D)),P). 
These complete the axiom cases. For the induction step we have the following cases: 
l Case I: 
p t el * &.x.iy.e,pi,p,) ptez*v 
p t- ele2 * (Ay.e,(x = v).P~,P,) 
Since p = activeenv(p, p), by the induction hypothesis on the tree for el, there exists 
p tps el + vi such that (k&y.e, pt, p,)= activevaZ(i$). Clearly, activeval(p,t?) must 
have form (ilr.ly.e,jjl, p), where p has form ptr(p,) and p, is a subenvironment of 
jj. Also, pt = activelocalenv(@,) and p,, = activeenv(p,p) = activeenv(p,ptr(&)) 
= activeenv(p, P,). 
Similarly, by the induction hypothesis on the tree for e2, there exists p kPs e2 + V, 
such that v = actiueval(p, 6). 
Hence, the derivation 
P tPs et * (~.~y.e,& P) p tPs e2 * V 
D t, e3e2 * (Ay.e,(x = W,,p) 
exists in the pointer semantics. 
Now 
activeZocaZenu(~, (x = fi).pl) 
= (x = activeva@, G)).activeZocaZenv(~, P,) 
= (x = v).p1. 
Hence, 
activeval(j7, (Ay.e, (x = d)J[,p) 
= activeval(p, (Ay.e, (x = G).&ptr(ii~)) 
= (Ay.e, (x = v).ph p,). 
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l Case 2: 
P k el * (J=, PI, pn) pte2*v (x = u).pr @pn t e * w 
Since p = activeenv(p,iJ), therefore, by the induction hypothesis on the tree for 
ei, there exists p EPs ei + vi such that (k.e,pl,p,) = activevaZ(p, vi). Clearly, 
actiuevaZ(D,d) must have form (J_x.e,p[,p), where p has form ptr(p,) and p,, is a 
subenvironment of p. Also, it must be the case that pt = activeZocaZenv(~,~I) and 
pn = activeenv(p,p) = activeenv(p,ptr(&)) = activeem@, &). 
Similarly, by the induction hypothesis on the tree for e2, there exists p t, e2 + 5, 
such that v = activevaZ(p, 6). 
Now 
actioeenv(p, (x = Q.p@p.& 
= activeenv(p, (x = tT).~,@ptr(&).~) 
= (x = V>.Pd3Pn 
Hence by the induction hypothesis on the tree for e, it must be the case that 
(x = fi>.p, @P.P kps e + W, where w = actiuevaZ(iT,@). Hence, there exists a 
pointer-semantics tree p t-, eie2 + W such that w = actiuevaZ(& d). 0 
3.3. A stronger dynamic criterion 
It is difficult to arrive at a static criterion for env-stackability directly from Crite- 
rion 1. The criterion examines every path of the dynamic-semantics tree and checks 
whether every closure has downward static links. But a path in the dynamic-semantics 
tree says nothing about the context of creation and deletion of static links which is the 
crucial information required in formulating a static criterion. Hence, we seek a dynamic 
criterion which would provide us with context information about where exactly a static 
link is created and deleted in the dynamic-semantics tree. 
We discover that the dynamic criterion is implied by a criterion that examines only 
those closures built at certain application nodes. 
Criterion 2 (Modified dynamic criterion). A dynamic-semantics tree has the modi- 
fied dynamic criterion if for every node of the form p t ele2 + (,ly.e3,p{,pA) that 
was built by the rule 
P t- el * (h.e, PI, pn) pte2*v p' t e + @y.e3,pi,pA) 
ptele2 + Vy.e3,p;,pA) 
where p’ is (x = v).p[@p,, it is the case that p’ # p;. ’ 
5 When this work was presented at INRIA, Rennes, Daniel Le M&ayer rightly observed that the inequality 
could be simplified to length@‘) # length. 
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It is surprising that we require merely that p’ # p;, but this inequality forces p; to 
be a subenvironment of p. Let us see the intuitions behind the inequality. First note 
that in any dynamic-semantics tree built using the semantics in Fig. 5, the non-local 
environment of a closure must be an environment that appears to the left of the turn- 
stile somewhere in the tree. For the particular case of env-stackability, we demand that 
the non-local environment of a closure at a particular node in the tree be an ancestral 
node in the path from the node to the root of the tree. The only time env-stackability 
can be lost is when the environment is extended during the application of a fully 
applied closure and the result of the application is a closure - as in the rule above. 
Clearly, p’ cannot be equal to p;, because the bindings of p’ will be discarded upon 
evaluation of e. The question is whether this inequality is sufficient to satisfy the dy- 
namic criterion. Suppose all existing non-local environments (present in the trees of ei 
and e2) satisfy the dynamic criterion. Suppose also that e itself satisfies the dynamic 
criterion. Now we want to insert the dynamic-semantics tree for e and want to make 
the dynamic criterion hold for the whole tree. So we have to force p; to be either 
pn or 
l if u is a closure, pi can be the non-local environment within v or 
l for any (x’ = 21’) E pj, if u’ is a closure, pk can be the non-local environment within 
v’ or 
l p; can be any of the ancestral environments in the path from the root of the tree to 
the node for e. 
In each of the above cases, note that p’ # p;. 
The non-env-stackable example in Section 2 fails the modified dynamic criterion at 
Node B. 
We are now interested in formalizing the above intuitions, thus showing that the 
modified dynamic criterion implies the dynamic criterion. Towards this goal, we define 
the following. Let C[ ] denote a context, i.e., a natural-semantics tree with a hole in it. 
Also, we let p k e + u stand for the natural-semantics tree whose root is p t e + v. 
Next, we define a predicate ndr (“no dangling references”) such that ndr(C[ 1, U) 
verifies that u contains no dangling references when used within a non-empty context 
C[ 1. The definition of ndr mimics the dynamic criterion and is shown below: 
ndr(C[ I, cl iff true, where c is a base value 
ndr(C[ I, (h.e, PI, pn) 1 iff pn occurs in an ancestor node in the path 
from the hole, [ 1, in C[ ] to the root 
and (for all (i = vi) E pi, ndr(C[ 1,~) 
and (for all (j = vi) E pn, ndr(C[ ],uj) 
ndr(C[ I, (pLf.J-w P,)> ifi pn occurs in an ancestor node in the path 
from the hole, [ 1, in C[ ] to the root 
and (for all (i = vi) E p,,, ndr(C[ 1,~) 
Given ndr, let P(C[ ],p k e + u) stand for the assertion that ndr holds for those 
values Ui saved in p, and let Q(C[ ],p I- e + u) stand for the assertion that ndr holds 
58 
for v: 
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P(C[ ],p l- e * v) iff for all (i = vi) E p,ndr(C[ 1, vi) 
Q(C[ 1,~ I- e * v> ifi nWC[ I, v> 
We intend to show that if a dynamic-semantics tree, t = p t e + v, satisfies the 
modified dynamic criterion, then it satisfies the dynamic criterion. To this end, we first 
show that if in an arbitrary context C[ 1, p does not have any dangling references and 
if plugging the hole in the context by t still makes C[t] satisfy the modified dynamic 
criterion, then v does not contain any dangling references. This is formalized in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 1. For all trees, t = p t- e + v, if t satisfies the modi$ed dynamic crite- 
rion, then for all contexts, C[ 1, f C[t] satisfies the modijied dynamic criterion and 
P(C[ 1, t) holds, then Q(C[ 1, t) holds. 
Proof. Consider any tree t. Assume that t satisfies the modified dynamic criterion. 
Consider an arbitrary context C[ 1, such that C[t] satisfies the modified dynamic crite- 
rion and assume P(C[ 1, t) holds. Then the proof proceeds by induction on the structure 
of the derivation tree. The following are the two interesting cases: 
(i) t is 
6~ t- ei * @.Ay.e, PI, pn) pke;?*v 
p k ele2 + (ly.e,(x = u).p~,p,) 
This is the application rule for partially applied closures. 
Since P(C[ 1, t) holds, therefore, P(C[K], tl ) holds for t] = p I- el + (Ax.l.y.e, pt, p,), 
where C[K] is the context: 
[I pke;!*v 
P k e’3e2 * (Aye,@ = v).pr,p,) 
Hence by the induction hypothesis on tl, Q(C[K], tl) holds. Hence ndr(C[K], (Lx.Ay.e, 
pl, pn)) holds. Does ndr(C[ 1, (b.ly.e, PI, p,)) hold? 
l If pn # p, it does, since ndr(C[K], (Lc.Ly.e, pi, p,)) holds. 
l If pn = p, then consider where p !- ege2 + (Ay.e,(x = v).pr,p,) resides in C[ 1: 
If C[ ] is non-empty, then the only case where ndr(C[ 1, (l&y.e,p/,p,)) cannot 
hold is when p F ele2 + (3Ly.e) pi, pn) is the rightmost subtree in the rule: 
p’ 14 * Vwe2, pi, p2 p’ I- ei * v’ P k ae2 * Uw, 6 = v).m, p) 
p’ k eiei * (ly.e, (x = v).pl, p) 
where p = (z = v’).p’,@pA. 
But this violates the modified dynamic criterion for C[t], hence this case is impos- 
sible. 
Thus ndr(C[ 1, (kAy.e,p~, p,)) holds. 
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Similarly, via the induction hypothesis and following the same reasoning as above, 
we can show ndr(C[ 1, u) holds. Thus, following the above reasoning once more, 
ndr(C[ 1, (Ay.e,(x = v).p/tp,)) holds. 
That is, Q(C[ ],t) holds. 
(ii) t is p k ke + (J.x.e, 0, p). Assume a non-empty context, C[ 1. Assume 
P(C[ 1, t). Then t can occur in an application context, where it could be: 
(1) the operator part of an application of one of the two application rules, i.e., 
p t- I_x.e * (ke,(),p) ... 
p F (ke)e’ =+ . . . 
Note that it is the case that the environment of the operator and the environment 
of the application, its ancestor node, are identical. Now 
Q(C[ l,f) ifs ndr(C[ I, @.e,O,p)) 
iff p occurs in an ancestor node in the path from the 
hole, [ ] in C[ ] to the root 
and (for all (i = ui) E 0, ndr(C[ 1,~;)) 
and (for all (j = aj) E p, ndr(C[ ],uj)) 
5fs true and true and true 
l$f true 
(2) The operand part of an application of one of the two application rules, i.e., 
p F e’ * ... p I- kc.e * (Ax.e,(),p) ... 
p k e’(kx.e) * . . . 
We can prove that Q(C[ 1, t) holds in a manner similar to Case (1). 
(3) The substitution part of a fully-applied closure, 
p E et * (~y.~.c,pl,p,) p t e2 * u (y = u).p&j?,p, k he * . . . 
pt_ele2*... 
This case is impossible since it is disallowed by the inference rules for application. 
q 
Corollary 1 (Modified dynamic criterion implies dynamic criterion). Zf po is an ini- 
tial environment, i.e. has no bindings to closures, then if t = po t eo 3 uo satisfies 
the modljied dynamic criterion, then t satisfies the dynamic criterion. 
Proof. We have that P(C[ 1, t) holds since po is initial. By induction on the structure 
of t, we can verify that, for all contexts C’[ 1, and for all subtrees t’ = p’ t- e + u’ of 
t, P(C’[ 1, t’) holds and hence, by Lemma 1, Q(C’[ 1, t’) holds. (Note that t = C’[t’], 
and by hypothesis, t satisfies the modified dynamic criterion.) Hence, u’ cannot contain 
any dangling references. Hence, the dynamic criterion is satisfied. 0 
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4. Static analysis of stackability 
The dynamic criterion and the modified dynamic criterion both require the dynamic- 
semantics tree. For a static analysis, we have only the syntax tree, so we must predict 
what environments will be created at run time. Since env-stackability may be lost 
only when an application expression evaluates to a closure (cf. the modified dynamic 
criterion), we concentrate upon learning which set of closures may be generated by 
the subexpressions in the syntax tree. This is done by closure analysis, which is a 
static program analysis that approximates the set of textual lambdas that a program 
point can evaluate to. The approximation is conservative in that the actual evaluation 
of the expression will yield only a subset of the lambdas that the analysis predicts. We 
use the closure analysis algorithm developed by Sestoft in [12]. The details, including 
a soundness theorem, are reviewed in Section 4.3. For now, we give a very brief 
notational summary and an intuitive explanation of soundness and conclude with an 
example. 
4.1. Closure analysis 
We begin by labeling all lambdas and variables in the source program so that I&x 
binds occurrences of x’. We write ,I” x . ef so that e/ is easily identified as the body of 
the I-abstraction Ibex. Also, ret will be treated like 2: write recel f. A”’ x . e/*. Finally, 
we assume that the initial run-time environment cannot contain closures. 
Let Label denote the set of program labels. Given a program e in the source lan- 
guage, closure analysis generates two closure description functions, 4, y: CDescription 
= Label + P(LabeZ), with the following intended meanings: 
@e is the set of closures that et in Ae x . ep can evaluate to. 
ye is the set of closures that ,I’x.e/ can be applied to, i.e., the set of closures that 
I”x can be bound to. 4 is called the result closure description and y is called the 
argument closure description. 
To help calculate C$ and y, we define two analysis functions, VO and %?*, with the 
following intended meanings: 
%Ya[e&$y is the set of closures that expression e can evaluate to. 
%7P[el]$ys’ is the set of closures that /z”‘x can bind to in e. 
Ce, is called the closure analysis function and %?P is called the closure propagation 
function. 
Let eo be the overall expression. We want a solution ( 4, y ) to satisfy the equations 
Therefore, we want a solution (for expression es) of the equation 
( d, ,Y ) = ( ~~.%ded#y 7~pae0n4y ) 
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Before proceeding to a formal definition of V:n and VP, let us try to understand clo- 
sure analysis informally. Suppose, for an environment p, and any identifier xf in its 
domain, if p(x/) evaluates to a closure, say, e’, then we want &’ E yL and we say that 
p is consistent with respect to y. With this notion of consistency, we can show that 
the closure analysis is sound with respect to the dynamic semantics of Fig. 5. This 
means that in an environment p which is consistent with respect to y, if an expres- 
sion e evaluates to a closure corresponding to the A-abstraction L, then / must have 
been predicted by the closure analysis, i.e. e E @,[el]q5y. Let us clarify this with an 
example. 
4.2. Example 
Below is the labeled syntax tree for the example in Section 3 with its nodes annotated 
with the closure analysis information calculated by Sestoft’s algorithm. The annotation 
at each node denotes the set of A-abstractions that the node might produce during its 
actual evaluation. 
For instance, the application (A2 Y . f’ )f’ can evaluate to A-abstraction 3, i.e., to 
A3x x3 . . 
4.3. Soundness qf closure analysis 
Here are the definitions of the functions %?= and VP, taken from Sestofi [12]: 
V, : Expression --+ CDescription -+ CDescription + P(Label) 
%Fa[recE’ f. A’Zx.ef,]g5y = {e2} 
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VP : Expression + CDescription --+ CDescription + Label + g(Label) 
We show that closure analysis is sound with respect to the dynamic semantics of 
Fig. 5. We shall assume that all textual lambdas (and their binding identifiers) are 
labeled in the dynamic semantics. Towards the proof, we have the following definitions: 
Let e be any given expression. 
Definition (Consistency of environments). For closure description y, type assignment 
rc, and environment p, where /= p : x4, p is consistent with respect to y if? 
l For all zm E Dam(p). if p(z”) = (1”~. et, PI, p,J, then 
(i) ym 2(d), 
(ii) pl and pn are consistent with respect to y. 
l For all f" E Dam(p), if p(fm) = pf.(;l”x.e/,p’), then 
(i) ym = (0, 
(ii) p’ is consistent with respect to y. 
Note that the definition of consistency is well-founded since it is defined inductively 
on the structure of environments and values. 
Definition (Initial environment). Environment p is an initial environment iff: p = {(x = 
u) 1 x E Dam(p) and v is of ground type} For closure description y, type assignment 
71 and environment p where + p : TC and p is an initial environment, p is consistent 
with respect to y. 6 
Theorem 2 (Soundness). For all ( 4 , y ), f or all eo if (f#~, y) is a solution for eo of 
$$a and %TP, and for all p if p is consistent with respect to y, then for all Cfinite) 
derivation trees p t eo + v, ifv is a closure, say, (A”x .ee,p~,p,,), then t E %JeoD&. 
Proof. We prove a stronger result: In addition to showing L E %Jeo]4y, we show 
that pl and p,, are consistent with respect to y. Assume for any given expression eo, 
(4, y) is a solution for ec of %‘O and V,. Also assume that p is consistent. Then the 
proof is by induction on the depth of inference of the inferred sentence. 
6 Read b p : 71 as p has type A, see Appendix A. 
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The interesting case is that of application. 
Case 1: 
P k el + (le x . (ne’ y . ef’ le, PI, h) pt-e2=b-v 
p t- (el e2) * (Al’ y .e~,(x = u).p~,pJ 
(a) Let v not be a closure. By the induction hypothesis on the shorter proof tree 
of et, 
8 E %?Jet]& and PI and p,, are consistent with respect to y, 
Hence, (x = u).pr is consistent with respect to y. Now 
Kdele2ll4y = U{M I ~'~~dMl4~~ 
= &, since e E %ZJet]& 
= %?,I[? y . eel]& by hypothesis 
= (8) 
Hence, 4’ E %?Jele2]&. We conclude further that the local environment (x = u).pr is 
consistent with respect to y as is pn. 
(b) Let u be a closure, say, (Am y .e,,,,pi,pb). By the induction hypothesis on the 
shorter proof tree of et, 
8 E %?Je,]l& and pi and p,, are consistent with respect to y. 
By the induction hypothesis on the shorter proof tree of e2, 
M E ‘ix,[e,J& and p; and pi are consistent with respect to y. 
To show that (xe = (2” y .e,,pi,pb)).pl is consistent with respect to y, it suffices to 
show that yrf>{m}. 
By hypothesis, 
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Case 2. 
p I- el * (i” x . ec, pi, pn) p F e2 =5 v (x” = v).pl @pn F er =5 w 
P k (el e2) * w 
(a) w is not a closure. Trivial. 
(b) w is a closure, say, (A’z. e,,pi,pL). There are two subcases. 
(i) Let v not be a closure. By the induction hypothesis on the shorter proof tree 
of ei, 
e E %‘aO[ei]& and pl and pn are consistent with respect to y. 
Hence, (x” = u).p, is consistent with respect to y. Hence ((xe = v).p/)@p, is consistent 
with respect to y. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis on el, n E %?Jer]+y and pi, pi are consistent 
with respect to y. Now 
Therefore, n E %?Jele2]4y. 
(ii) Let v be a closure, say, (Am y . e,,py,pi). It suffices to show (x” = v).pl is 
consistent with respect to y, which we do in a manner similar to Case 1, part (b). The 
rest follows as in (i). 0 
4.4. The static criterion for env-stackability 
Our goal is to use closure analysis to predict when the modified dynamic criterion 
(Criterion 2, Section 3.3) holds for an evaluation. Since the modified dynamic criterion 
focuses on the evaluation of applications, we use closure analysis to predict the behavior 
of the application expressions in a program. 
For a program rr,-, 1 eo : TO, its closure analysis (4, y), and for each application 
subexpression eiiei2 within eo, we define the sets 
d~i = ~&ileizlWY~ @i = @JteilllrPy. 
di denotes the set of labels of the I-abstractions that the application eiiei2 can evaluate 
to, and .!G’i denotes the set of labels of the A-abstractions that the operator eii can 
evaluate to. 
Say that eiiei2 evaluates as follows: 
PI- eii =+ @‘x.et,php,) p I- t?t2 * V P’ k et * (J”y.w,p~,p~) 
P I- e,lei2 * W’.~.w,p~,pA) 
where p’ is (x” = v).p&$p,. 
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By the soundness of closure analysis, e’ E &i and G E 0,. The subject reduction 
property (cf. Appendix A) ensures us that the typing derivation 
7c; @ rc:, I- If’ y ep : T’1 ---i T: 
correctly predicts that k pi : 7~: and that + p; : 7~;. Similarly, the typing derivation 
rc~@r~~~i’x.e~:zj -‘z2 
correctly predicts that t= pi : nl and that k p,, : 7c,,. Since the modified dynamic 
criterion merely demands that we verify (x” = u).p&@, # p;, we can do this with r, 
~1, n,, and n;: 
(x( : z) @ Xl CT3 71, # 7c:, 
This inequality implies the modified dynamic criterion. Therefore, we can use clo- 
sure analysis to enforce a sufficient static criterion that implies the modified dynamic 
criterion. 
Now we formalize the above. First, given a labeled program aa k ec : ra we define: 
Definition (Maximal &abstraction). A A-abstraction I”lxi . . - Afr1x,.eg,7 is maximal in ea 
if there does not exist an expression 3~1~xa.llflx1 . .lenx,,.ee,, in ea. Let &s(e) denote the 
abstract syntax tree for the I-abstraction labeled 8, namely, i”x. e/. Let max(abs(8)) 
denote the maximal A-abstraction containing &r(k), namely, l”‘xl . . . . AelxiAdx.e/. As 
above, for every application eiiei2 in es, define 
di = WOITciieiz]& and Bi = ‘Za[cii]&. 
Criterion 3 (Static criterion). For all expressions n k e : 5, for closure analysis 
(4, y), for + p : ‘II, and for p consistent with respect to y, e is statically stackable if 
for every application, eilei2, in e and its associated sets &i, Loi, for all d’ E &i, for 
Ull e E Oi, 
if21x1.. . .ieg~iA"y.ep = m~.~(~bs(t')), and A.“x.er = ub.s(L’), and 
71, t I"'n,: . . I"'Xil"y.f?(, : 2'1 --+ z;, and IC, t i'x.ee : ~1 -+ ~2, 
then (n’ : 7) @J % # %z. 
This criterion restates the ideas explained earlier: closure analysis predicts what the 
components of an application evaluate to, and by soundness, the type assignment pre- 
dicts the environments that will appear during evaluation. Therefore, a statically stack- 
able expression must satisfy the modified dynamic criterion, 
4.5. Example 
Consider again the example in Section 3. Let its initial type assignment be rc. Its 
labeled abstract syntax tree annotated with closure analysis information, is shown in 
Section 4.2. 
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Consider the application (n’f : int + int. (A2y : int + int. f’)f’)(,13x : int. x3). 
Closure analysis predicts that the application must evaluate to the closure representing 
;l-abstraction 3. This l-abstraction has type assignment K and is maximal. Consider now 
the operator part of the application, namely, A’f : int + int. (A2y : int + int. f’)f’. 
Closure analysis predicts that it must evaluate to the closure representing A-abstraction 
1. The type assignment for A-abstraction 1 is also rr. Note that (f’ : int -+ int)@x # 7~. 
Thus, the static criterion is satisfied for this application. 
Consider the other application (,12y : int --t int. f’)f’. Closure analysis predicts 
that the application must evaluate to the closure representing I-abstraction 3. This ;1- 
abstraction has type assignment n and is maximal. Consider now the operator part of the 
application, namely, A2y : int -+ int. f’. Closure analysis predicts that it must evaluate 
to the closure representing I-abstraction 2. The type assignment for /l-abstraction 2 is 
(f’ : int -+ int) $ TC. Note that (y2 : int -+ in&f’ : int -+ int) @ TC # n. Thus the 
static criterion is satisfied for this application. Since the static criterion is satisfied for 
all applications, it holds for the overall expression. 
Theorem 3 (Safety of static analysis). For all no t eo : 70, for closure analysis (4, y), 
for an environment po such that k po : 7~0 and po is consistent with respect o y, if 
IQ t eo : TO is statically-stackable, then it satisjes the modified dynamic criterion. 
Proof. Let 7~0 t es : TO and let (4,~) be its closure analysis. Let + po : m,, and let 
po be consistent with respect to y and p. l- eo + uo. 
For the modified dynamic criterion to be satisfied by po E es =+ va, we must examine 
every subtree of the form 
in po t eo + 00, where p’ = (x = v).pl@p,, and must ensure that p’ # p;. 
Since p t eil + (2”~. et, PI, p,), therefore, by soundness of closure analysis, 8 E 
Oi. By subject reduction we know that there exist type assignments rcl and rc,, such 
that rcl err,, t len.ef : 71 --+ z2, Dom(z/) = Dom(pl) and Dom(x,) = Dom(p,). 
Let ‘II = rc/ @ ‘II,. Further, since p t eiiei2 + (A(’ y . ep, pi, ph), therefore, /’ E &‘i. 
Again by subject reduction we know that there exist type assignments 7~: and n; such 
that 7r; @ rc; I- le’y.el, : ~‘1 + z;, Dom(xi) = Dom(p’,) and Dom(rri) = Dom(pL). 
Consider max(abs(4’)) = I”lxl. . . . I”‘xil”’ y.e:. Therefore, rr: t Aelxi. . . . A.elx;ld’y.el, : 
z, where {x!I : ~1,. ..xp: Zi} = 7~;. By the static criterion we know that (x” : z) @ n # 
TX;. Hence p’ # p;. 0 
5. Implementation 
In this section, we present the implementation of env-stackability as presented in 
Fig. 1. The BNF of the language is reproduced in Fig. 9. It differs from the one in 
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L E BaseType L ::= nat 1 boo1 
TEType 7 ::= L 1 3-1 + 72 
r E ‘TypeAssignment x ::= {q : T~}~>cJ - 
c E Con&Expression 
z E Identifier 
e E Expression e ::= c 1 x 1 el + eg 1 el - e2 I el * e2 1 el = e2 I el > e2 I 
WCC I pred I iuero 1 
Xx:7-.e I ele2 I ifelezea I recf.Xz:T.e 
Fig. 9. BNF of the simply typed, call-by-value lambda calculus. 
Fig. 2 in that some arithmetic and boolean operations and the conditional have been 
added to get interesting programs. 
We are interested in implementing the subset of the simply typed call-by-value A- 
calculus that is env-stackable. This implementation is described below. All values and 
static links exist on one data structure, namely, the stack. 
Our implementation has two phases, a static (or compile-time) phase and a dy- 
namic (or run-time) phase. In the static phase, an expression, e, is parsed and type- 
checked. It is then analyzed using the static criterion for env-stackability. If the ex- 
pression is env-stackable, then we know by the safety of the static criterion that it 
can be run on a machine with a single, global, stack and no dangling references 
will ever arise. Accordingly, we compile (the abstract syntax tree of) e into stack- 
code. The implementation of this phase has been done in Standard ML of New 
Jersey. 
The run-time machine interprets the compiled code for e. There is only one data 
structure that it manipulates: a single, global, stack. The stack not only contains all 
temporary values, but also environment frames (activation records) as found in a tradi- 
tional compiler implementation [l]. There is a fixed number of registers in the machine 
and this can be determined at compile-time. Essentially, the number of registers is the 
length of the biggest closure that can possibly arise. The implementation of the run-time 
machine has been done in C. 
5.1. Representation of values 
There are two types of run-time values: basic values and closures. Basic values 
have type nat and bool. Closures are values of function type. There are two types of 
closures: the “usual” ones are represented as a triple consisting of the code, the local 
environment and the non-local environment. Recursive closures, on the other hand, are 
represented as a pair consisting of the code and the environment. 
We would like closures to be “boxed” whenever possible, i.e., they would occupy a 
fixed number of words on the stack and references to them would be carried out via 
pointers to the boxes. This would prevent the copying of big chunks of the stack and 
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provide faster access of non-local references. Below we give the layout of a closure: 
valuek 
The address-of-code field denotes the address where the code corresponding to the body 
of the A-abstraction resides on the stack. The number-of-arguments field denotes the 
number of identifiers in the local environment of a closure. The local environment itself 
is represented by pointers to the values of its identifiers. The non-local environment 
of the closure is represented by a (downwards) static link. Immediately following the 
static link, appear (some of) the values in the local environment. 
The size-of-closure field contains the sum of the following: one cell for the number- 
of-arguments (n, say); one cell for the static link; n, for the n pointers to values; and 
the number of cells occupied by the values. The size of a basic value is 1. 
As an example, consider the closure, (Lyx, (x = 1 ), p), 
uation of the application (,?.&y.x)l in an environment p. 
as follows: 
obtained as a result of eval- 
The layout of this closure is 
IAddress to code for Lv.xl 
4 
1 
Pointer to argument x 
Static link to p 
1 
Recursive closures are of the form pf .(Jx.e, p). Such closures are 2-celled and have 
the following layout: 
wi 
A recursive closure always appears within a “usual” closure, and does not have 
an independent existence of its own. When it is looked up in an environment, it is 
immediately expanded, as its natural semantics in Fig. 3.5 illustrates. 
As an example, consider the closure, (J-x.2, (f = pf.(Lc.2, p) ), p), obtained as a result 
of evaluating the expression ret f J.x.2 in the environment p. Note that this closure 
contains the recursive closure, ~~.(Lx.2, p). Here is its layout: 
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Address to code for Ix.21 
5 I 
Pointer to code for Ix.2 
5.2. Benchmarks 
To measure the performance improvements due to our optimizations, we performed 
benchmarks of standard programs on the stack machine and on a heap-based architec- 
ture with as similar of an instruction set as possible. The benchmarks are taken from 
[8] where they have been used to benchmark the ZINC Abstract Machine (ZAM) of 
CAML-light. Here are three of them: 
(ret fib = lambda n. if (iszero n> 
if (iszero (n-1)) 
I 
26 
f ib(x-1) + f ib(x-2) > 
(((ret tak = lambda x. lambda y. lambda z. 
if x > y 
tak (tak (x-1) y z> (tak (y-1) z x> (tak (z-1) x y) 
z> 
18) 1216 
(ret sum = lambda 1. 
if (null 1) 
0 
(hd 1) + sum(t1 
((ret interval = lambda n. 
if (iszero n> 
nil 
111 
1000) 
cons n (interval (n-1))) 
The fib function is the naive Fibonacci function and in this example it calculates 
the fibonacci of 26. 
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The tak function is highly recursive and has three arguments. It has been chosen 
because it tests partial application and partially-applied closures. 
The last example computes the sum of the first 1000 natural numbers. It first builds 
the list containing the first 1000 natural numbers (this is what interval does) and 
then sums them up (this is what sum does). This tests recursive calls as well as the 
construction and destructuring of lists. All of these examples are found to be env- 
stackable by our analysis. 
All run-time values exist on the stack. The parameters measured for the benchmarks 
are 
l Maximum size of the execution stack 
l Number of environment touches. 
Here are the results for the stack implementation on a SPARCstation lo/52 running 
solaris: 
Program Max.stack size Env. Touches 
fib26 383 2206958 
tak 388 381651 
sum(interval...) 511575 9003 
If we execute the programs on a traditional heap-machine, with a value stack and 
a heap-based environment and with no garbage collection, we obtain the following 
results: 
Program [Max. heap sizelEnv. Touches 
fib26 1 4413988 1 2206958 
tak 763396 381651 
sum(interval...) 5 12584 9003 
Massive improvements are obtained for a stack-based implementation of f ib26 and 
tak. For sumcinterval. . . > , the improvement is not so marked because our prototype 
stack architecture makes no effort to improve list storage management. We hope to 
include analyses for data structures that would improve performance in the future. It 
also remains to be seen whether the analysis and the implementation model allow the 
efficient compilation of tail recursive functions. 
6. Related work 
As has already been mentioned, Georgeff s approach seems to be the first in trying 
to syntactically characterize stackable expressions. 
Another line of research, most notably that of Goldberg and Park [4], uses abstract 
interpretation-based escape analysis to detect stackability of environments. However, 
not all simple expressions are detected as stackable in their approach. 
As noted in Section 1.1, ToRe and Talpin have used effect inference (type infer- 
ence, region inference) to overlay block-structured extents, letregion p in e end, 
on an arbitrary program [ 131. This allows them to translate the source language into 
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a region-annotated target language at compile-time. In spirit, the target programs are 
env-stackable, but the run-time stack is a stack of heap regions, and static links can 
be dangling. (A soundness theorem ensures that dangling links are never traversed,) 
Finally, note that scope is controlled by 2, and extent is controlled by letregion. For 
these reasons our approach and Tofte-Talpin’s are not readily comparable. 
7. Conclusion 
We have developed a statically checkable criterion to detect stackability of envi- 
ronments for a call-by-value E,-calculus. We have also provided an implementation of 
env-stackability. All programs that satisfy the static criterion are implemented with a 
single, global, stack-based environment. 
An interesting variation on the implementation would be to have a heap as well as 
a stack. Instead of rejecting functions that cannot be stack-allocated, we could detect 
which of their parameters are env-stackable and allocate them on the stack. All other 
parameters can be allocated on the heap. 
It is simple to extend the modified dynamic criterion to find out whether a parameter 
of a function should be allocated on the heap or on the stack. First, let us recall that 
for the modified dynamic criterion to be satisfied, if an application, ejlei2, evaluates as 
follows: 
where p’ is (x” = v).pt@p,, then we require that p’ # p:. 
For all nodes that satisfy the modified dynamic criterion, we can put the bindings 
(xc = V).pt on the stack: at the end of et’s evaluation they can be destroyed. Otherwise, 
they must be put on the heap - they cannot be destroyed as they may be required in 
a future computation of et/. 
It is easy to extend the static criterion to handle the case of heap-allocation and thus 
our analysis can be extended for the implementation described in [5]. 
The analysis has been adapted to handle storage allocation of variables on storage 
stacks for block-structured imperative languages. In fact, we can use the analysis to 
give a more liberal interpretation of blocks than that in Algol-like languages: a block 
controls the scope of a variable, but not its extent. It is the analysis that provides an 
algorithm for inferring “extent blocks” in the program. These control the extent of a 
variable while still maintaining a store-stack. The details can be found in [2]. 
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Appendix A. Subject reduction and the equivalence of Georgeff’s dynamic semantics 
and the standard dynamic semantics 
We can show that subject reduction holds for the Georgeff-style dynamic semantics. 
We want a relation /= C Valuec x Type that satisfies b u : z il? 
(i) if u is c then + u : z. 
(ii) if u is (J_x.e, pi, pn) then there exist type assignments 7~1 and z,, such that xl@ n, t 
2x.e : z, Dom(ni) = Dom(p;) and k pi(x) : Xi(X) for all x E Dom(pi), for i E 
{Ln). 
(iii) if u is pf.(j_x.e, p) then there exists a type assignment n such that 7~ t- ret f .kc.e : 
z, Dam(z) = Dam(p), and k p(x) : n(x) for all x E Dam(p). 
We choose 1 to be the least fixpoint of the corresponding monotonic functional. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem A.1 (Subject reduction property for Georgeff-style semantics). If z k e : z, 
b p : T-C, and p k e + u, then + v : z. 
The semantic objects and the standard dynamic (natural [6]) semantics for the call- 
by-value, simply typed A-calculus are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 
To show that it suffices to work with the Georgeff-style dynamic semantics exclu- 
sively, we prove that it is equivalent to the standard dynamic semantics. 
We create a correspondence relation [9], rel, that relates Figs. 5 and 11. If pDe 3 v 
and p’ k e + v’, then u rel v’ must satisfy 
(i) if + v : 1 then v = u’. 
(ii) if u = (,?_x.e’, p’) then there exist environments pi and pn such that u’ = (&.e’, pi, p,), 
Dom(p’) = Dom(p&p,) and p’(x) rel (p&j?p,)(x) for all x E Dom(p’). 
(iii) if v = pf .(2x. e’, p’) then there exists an environment p” such that u’ = pf .(k.e’, p”), 
Dom(p’) = Dom(p”) and p’(x) rel p”(x). 
x E TypeEnv z E Identifier lr ::= {Xi : Ti}i>(J 
c E BaseValue TI E Value ::= c 1 (Xx.e,p) 1 pf.(Ax.e,p) 
p E Env ; ::=<> 1 (i = ?I).p 
Fig. 10. Semantic objects for the standard dynamic semantics. 
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/~Dc=+c pD Xx.e =s- (Xx.e, p) 
P D f * (Xx.e, (f = Pf.(X x4 p’>>.d>, if (f = kf.(Xx4 P’)> E P 
pr>x+v if(x=v) Ep,otherwise 
pD el * (Ax.e, p’) pDC!2+V (X = ~).p’ D e + w 
,ODelQ + w 
pD ret f.Xx.e * (Xx.e, (f = pf.(Xx.e, p)).p) 
Fig. 11. Standard ynamic semantics. 
Note that rel as stated above is a property, rather than a definition, because of the 
existential quantification. We define rel as the least fixpoint of the monotonic operator 
induced by clauses (i)-(iii). 
Theorem A.2. Zf p rel p’ then p D e + u iff p’ k e + v’, where v rel v’. 
Thus it suffices to work with the Georgeff-style semantics. 
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